INDIAN NAVY FIRES BRAHMOS MISSILE FROM INS CHENNAI DURING TROPEX 2017

In a show of strength, on 06 February 2017, Indian Navy test fired BRAHMOS Surface to Surface missile (SSM) from INS Chennai, during the Annual Theatre level Readiness and Operational Exercise (TROPEX) 2017. TROPEX witnessed a host of exercises including firing of BRAHMOS Supersonic Cruise Missile and operations of the combined Fleet in a complex multi threat environment including sub surface and air threats.

BRAHMOS EXTENDED RANGE (ER) MISSILE SUCCESSFULLY TEST-FIRED

As part of capability enhancement endeavour, a major milestone was achieved on 11 March 2017 when an enhanced version of the BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile with an Extended Range (ER) was successfully test-fired from the Integrated Test Range (ITR) Chandipur at sea in Balasore, off the coast of Odisha.

In a historical first, the formidable missile system once again proved its mettle to precisely hit enemy targets at much higher range than the current range of 290 km, with supersonic speed of 2.8 Mach, thus meeting its mission parameters in a copybook manner.

The new benchmark which was set by Chairman DRDO Dr. S Christopher during Aero India 2017 in Bengaluru has been remarkably achieved by BrahMos Aerospace.

UNVEILING OF BRAHMOS MISSILE MODEL AT DRDO HQRS. COMPLEX BY CHAIRMAN DRDO

Dr. S. Christopher, Chairman, DRDO & Secretary, Department of Defence R&D unveiled the model of world’s best supersonic cruise missile BRAHMOS in the presence of Dr. Sudhir Mishra, DS and CC R&D (BRAHMOS) and CEO & MD of BrahMos Aerospace at a function held on 28 February 2017 at DRDO HQ in New Delhi.
### AWARDS & RECOGNITION

**7th National Awards for Technology Innovation 2016-2017 awarded to BrahMos Aerospace**

Shri Mohit Mohan Patra, Systems Engineer from BrahMos Aerospace, Hyderabad received the prestigious 7th National Award for Technology Innovation in Petrochemicals and Downstream Plastics Processing Industry 2016-2017 from Shri Ananth Kumar, Minister of Chemicals & Fertilizers and Parliamentary Affairs, Govt. of India, on 01 March 2017, in New Delhi. Minister of State for Chemicals & Fertilizers, Shipping, Road Transport & Highways, Shri Mansukh Lal Mandaviya graced the occasion as the Guest of Honour.

**Prime Minister’s Shram Awards for the year 2015**

On 24 January 2017, Government of India awarded Shri Hirekar Santosh, BrahMos, Hyderabad with Shram Vir award and Shri K. Ram Prasad, BrahMos, Hyderabad with Shram Shree award in recognition of their distinguished performances, innovative abilities, outstanding contribution in the field of productivity.

### VIP VISITS

- Delegation of Russian Journalists
- Dr. Sanjay Kumar Pandey, PS to Raksha Mantri
- Shri. S K Kohli, Financial Advisor (Defence Services), MoD
- Capt. Takhashi, Defence Attache, Embassy of Japan
- Officers from Indian Army
- Students from Navy Children School, New Delhi
Defence Minister releases "Brahmand World Defence Update 2017"


Also present on the occasion were Minister of State for Defence Shri Subhash Bhamre who has penned the foreword for the yearbook, Chief Minister of Goa, Shri Laxmikant Parsekar and Dr. Sudhir K Mishra, CEO & MD of BrahMos Aerospace.

BrahMos Aerospace awarded for excellent contribution in Aerospace Industry

BrahMos Aerospace, the India-Russia Joint Venture and the maker of world-class supersonic cruise missile system has been conferred with the “Excellence in Contribution in Aerospace Industry” award during the fourth edition of Aerospace & Defense Awards 2017 ceremony held in Bengaluru on 13 February 2017.

Dr. Sudhir Mishra, CEO & MD, BrahMos Aerospace, Distinguished Scientist & CC R&D, DRDO received the prestigious award from Dr. G Satheesh Reddy, SA to RM & Distinguished Scientist, DRDO during the grand ceremony held on the sidelines of Aero India 2017.

Visit of Chiefs of Indian Army, Navy and Air Force

Gen. Bipin Rawat, Chief of Army Staff visited the BrahMos Aerospace pavilion on the opening day of Aero India.

Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of the Naval Staff and Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa, Chief of the Air Staff visited on the second day of Asia’s Premier Airshow.

Visit of Foreign Delegations

Japan Delegation

Vietnam Delegation

Algeria Delegation
PARTICIPATION IN DEFENCE EXHIBITIONS

Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit (10 to 13 January 2017) Gandhinagar, India

Bollywood actor Shri. Paresh Rawal visited the BrahMos Pavilion on the inaugural day of the exhibition.

Shri Mansukh L. Mandaviya, Minister of State, Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers getting insights of the BRAHMOS Weapon System.

Children and Teachers from Govt. School astonished to see the model of BRAHMOS Mobile Autonomous Launcher and other exhibits.

NAVDEX (19 to 23 February 2017) Abu Dhabi, UAE

Deputy Chief of UAE Navy being briefed by CEO&MD at BrahMos Pavilion.

CEO & MD explaining the system capabilities to His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the VP & PM of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai.

Chief of Navy with his team interacting with CEO & MD BrahMos.

BHOPAL VIGYAN MELA (03 to 06 March 2017) Bhopal, India

CEO & MD BrahMos inaugurating the 6th edition of Bhopal Vigyan Mela.

The team of Ministers getting apprised about the BRAHMOS Supersonic Missile and its variants.

Dr. Sudhir K. Mishra with Dr. Sitasharan Sharma, the Speaker of MP Legislative Assembly and Shri Rampal Singh, Public Works, Law and Legislative Affairs Minister.

LIMA (21 to 25 March 2017) Langkawi, Malaysia

Hon’ble Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia Y.A.B. Ahmad Zahid Hamidi.


Adm Binh, Chief of Navy, Vietnam.
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